
This spreadsheet will give you an idea of what can be cut from various lengths of B09 black needlecord.

The fabric is sold in 1/2 metre lengths ( x 1.4 mtrs wide) aka Roll Units

1/2 metre:

1 thigh bolster (TB1-4) see Note 1 below

or

2 off headrest components - (2 x HR1-3)

I metre:

1 set of bolster covers ( 2 x thigh plus 2 x squab)

or

1 x squab insert plus 1 cushion insert

and 1 x thigh bolster, and 1 x squab bolster covers

or

2 sets of seat inserts (squab and cushion)

1.5 metres

1 full front seat cover, comprising of:

1 cushion insert

1 squab insert

2 x thigh bolsters

2 x squab bolsters

The total allowance for the Rallye front and rear seats is 5 metres

Thus the rear bench seat (cushion and squab) will take a further 2 metres ( 4 RU)

for small item repairs e.g. a thigh bolster, or a squab bolster the following layups can be considered.

1 thigh bolster requires a piece of fabric 69 x 57 cms ( X x Y)

Note 1 if piece TB4 is laid in the X axis direction then you can fit this onto 1 half metre section

2 thigh bolster requires a piece 138 x 57 cms

and

1 squab bolster requires a piece 61 x 60 cms ( X x Y)

2 squab bolsters require a piece 122 x 60 cms

piece dimensions:

based on the the size of the "equivalent" rectangle. That is to say the the framing rectangle for the pattern piece.

All dimensions are in cms and are given as an X x Y pair. X being across the roll and Y along it's length

X Y

Inserts front seat cushion insert 67 33

front seat squab insert 67 37

Bolsters

thigh TB1 22 46

TB2 17 34

TB3 17 20

TB4 57 8

squab BB1 22 54

BB2 26 59



BB3 13 20

Rear seats

cushion 53 124

squab 73 120

Headrest

Body HR01 34 45

end caps HR02 13 19

HR03 13 19



This spreadsheet will give you an idea of what can be cut from various lengths of B09 black needlecord.

1 RU

2 RU

3 RU

Thus the rear bench seat (cushion and squab) will take a further 2 metres ( 4 RU)

for small item repairs e.g. a thigh bolster, or a squab bolster the following layups can be considered.

if piece TB4 is laid in the X axis direction then you can fit this onto 1 half metre section

based on the the size of the "equivalent" rectangle. That is to say the the framing rectangle for the pattern piece.

All dimensions are in cms and are given as an X x Y pair. X being across the roll and Y along it's length



* these figures are not 100% certain but represent minimum figures until confirmed


